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Abstract 

This paper describes the strategies devised in order to convert the DiCoInfo, Dictionnaire 
fondamental de l’informatique et de l’Internet, a specialized lexical database, into a learners’ 
dictionary. Our main goal is to obtain a user-oriented dictionary (i.e. that meets specific user 
needs). Firstly, we defined the types of users towards which our dictionary is targeted: 
translation students are our first intended users. Then we determined the use situations and the 
functions of our dictionary: it should provide assistance in communicative and cognitive 
situations (Tarp, 2008). We made several changes to adapt the data categories of the DiCoInfo 
to these functions and user needs. In addition, we simplified the presentation: layout, display of 
data categories, access to data and addition of multimedia. In this user-oriented version, the data 
is presented in such a way that users who do not have a background in linguistics can easily 
interpret the contents of the data categories. Finally, different technologies were integrated in the 
process and hopefully contribute to make the new version even more accessible. 

Keywords: electronic dictionary; learners’ dictionary; specialized dictionary; dictionary 
functions; user needs 

1. Introduction1

Many studies on online general learners’ dictionaries contribute to better understanding 
the needs of users and to design more efficient reference tools (Dziemianko, 2010; Lew, 
2012; Lew & de Schryver, 2014). However, little research has focused on specialized 
electronic dictionaries and few specialized dictionaries for learners have been published 
up to now (a few notable exceptions are Pyne & Tuck, 1996 and Binon et al., 2000). We 
believe that students studying translation and technical writing require dictionaries to 
help them in vocabulary acquisition, but also to assist them when reading, translating or 
producing specialized texts. However, many questions remain unanswered: What are the 
properties of a specialized learners’ dictionary? What should a specialized learners’ 
dictionary look like in order to meet specific user needs? 

 

This paper describes the method developed in order to convert an existing specialized 
lexical database into a learners’ dictionary taking into account specific categories of users 

                                                           
1 This work was supported by the Fonds Société et Culture of the Government of Québec. The 
authors would like to thank the reviewers whose comments helped clarify some parts of the 
paper. 
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and predefined use situations. Furthermore, we devised different strategies to present the 
data in a more user-friendly and simple way. 

The lexical database for which this work was undertaken is the DiCoInfo, Dictionnaire 
fondamental de l’informatique et de l’Internet (hereafter DiCoInfo), a multilingual 
database that contains basic terms from the fields of computing and the internet. In 
previous work, user-friendly displays and access routes were designed for specific data 
categories (collocations, Jousse et al., 2011; actantial structures, L’Homme, 2014b). 
However, this work affected only parts of the articles. The new interface described herein 
is based on a work carried out by Marjan Alipour in her Master’s dissertation (Alipour, 
2014) who analyzed the entire structure of the DiCoInfo and devised a user-oriented 
dictionary based on the theory of lexicographical functions (Bergenholtz & Tarp, 2003; 
Tarp, 2008). We also took the opportunity to explore the potential of using new 
technologies to ensure that our user-oriented and user-friendliness objectives were met. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief description of the contents of 
the DiCoInfo. Section 3 gives more details about the types of users we target and the 
cognitive and communicative situations that the DiCoInfo is now designed to meet, and 
describes the rationale behind each change made to the original interface for creating a 
user-oriented version. 

2. The DiCoInfo 

The DiCoInfo is an online specialized resource that contains English, French, and 
Spanish terms related to computing and the internet [En. browse, configuration; Fr. 
naviguer, configuration; Es. navegar, configuración]. It describes terms that belong to 
various parts of speech: nouns [email, printer], verbs [download, print], adjectives 
[dynamic, virtual] and adverbs [dynamically, online]. Currently, the DiCoInfo contains 
approximatively 1,100 entries in French, 850 entries in English, and the Spanish version 
is under development. The content data is encoded in XML files (stored in an eXist 
database) and converted using customized XSLT stylesheets into HTML pages so that it 
can be published on the Internet (Jousse et al., 2011). 

Articles that are completed have the following data categories (L’Homme, 2014a, b): 

• Headword: The lemma associated with a sense number. 

• Grammatical information: The part of speech, along with gender (for nouns in 
Spanish and French) and government pattern (for verbs). 

• Status: The degree of completion of the entry, the editing is completed or still 
ongoing. 

• Actantial structure (AS): The actants and their semantic role are defined. 
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• Definition: A statement of the meaning of the headword, where actants (labeled 
with semantic roles) are highlighted with different colors. 

• Synonyms and variants. 

• Contexts: Three sentences are displayed to show how the term is used in 
specialized texts. In some entries, up to 20 contexts are annotated and users can 
access them on demand. 

• Lexical relations: A list of terms that share paradigmatic relations (antonyms, 
other parts of speech, derivatives, etc.) and some syntagmatic relations (those 
that are described in the category labeled Types of). 

• Combinations: A list of terms that share syntagmatic relations with the headword 
(mostly verbal collocates). 

The DiCoInfo is original when compared with other specialized dictionaries since most of 
them are conceptual in nature and give encyclopaedic information (for instance, the 
Dicofr.com provides definitions and, in some cases, additional explanatory notes). 
Resources seldom provide information on syntagmatic and paradigmatic relations 
between terms of the domain. Unlike these resources, the DiCoInfo provides a complete 
description of the lexico-semantic properties of terms. In addition to providing 
definitions2

Example: Actantial structure

, the DiCoInfo supplies information about their linguistic behaviour, such as a 
statement of the actantial structure in which the semantic actants are labeled with a 
system of semantic roles (Agent, Patient, etc.) and typical terms (L’Homme, 2010; 
2014a, b). 

3

a keyboard: ~ used by user1{Agent} to act on command1{Patient}, data1{Patient} 

 for keyboard 

In addition, as was mentioned above, the DiCoInfo describes the multiple relationships 
between terms, which can be paradigmatic (e.g. synonyms or near-synonyms [Ex. browse: 
surf], antonyms [Ex. download: upload], word families [Ex. boot: bootable, reboot], etc.) or 
syntagmatic (i.e. collocations [Ex. document: save a ~; attach a ~]) (L’Homme, 2010). 
These relationships are encoded with lexical functions (LFs) based on Explanatory and 
Combinatorial Lexicology (Mel’čuk et al., 1984–1999; 1995) and further described with a 
natural language explanation. 

                                                           
2 Several French entries contain definitions. In English, this data category is available only for 
approximately 100 terms for the time being. 
3 In the DiCoInfo, two systems are used to label the actants. First, a typical term is supposed to 
be indicative of the kinds of terms that can be used to instantiate an actant. Then, semantic 
roles (such as Agent, Patient, Destination, Instrument) indicate the relationship between the 
actant and the term. When users hover the mouse over a typical term (e.g. user1) in the 
definition or the actantial structure, a tooltip pops up to show its role (e.g. Agent). 
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Finally, a set of sentences (up to 20) are extracted from specialized corpora and added to 
entries. These sentences are annotated based on the methodology developed in FrameNet 
(Ruppenhofer et al., 2010). Annotated contexts allow users to visualize how headwords 
combine with actants (and also non-obligatory participants) in real texts. 

Originally, the DiCoInfo was designed as a research tool for exploring the potential of 
lexical semantics frameworks to account for the linguistic properties of terms. Little 
effort had been made to adapt it to user needs. Later on, work was carried out to 
simplify the presentation of specific data categories, namely collocations and actantial 
structures (Jousse et al., 2011; L’Homme, 2014b). This previous work showed that we 
could take advantage of the contents of the entries while presenting parts of them in a 
more user-friendly way. In addition, we could change the way the data is presented 
without affecting the initial structure of the database entries or the encoding 
methodology followed by lexicographers. However, we did realize that much more could 
be done to simplify the presentation of entries (change the overall display of data 
categories, keep the linguistic metalanguage in the background, take advantage of new 
technologies, etc.). 

All these characteristics certainly contribute to making the former version of the 
DiCoInfo a rich resource. First, terminologists and lexicographers browse it to explore 
the linguistic properties of terms and use it as a means of formalizing hypotheses on 
them. We also believe it could prove useful for other users, such as translators, whose 
work often requires access information on the behaviour of terms in specialized texts 
(L’Homme, 2014a). But is all the information supplied in the DiCoInfo relevant for non-
expert users who do not necessarily have a background in linguistics or in lexicography? 
Is the presentation of the data adapted to their needs? In fact, we think that the data 
contained in the DiCoInfo can be useful for students in translation and technical writing 
since it describes the functioning of terms in texts. However, we also believe that some 
data should be presented in a different way in order to facilitate their understanding and 
increase their usability. Next, what about the metalanguage used in the DiCoInfo? In 
fact, this metalanguage can be quite opaque for users such as translators. For example, 
lexical functions (LFs) are represented with labels that can be difficult to decipher for 
anyone who is unfamiliar with them, not mentioning the fact that some labels may be 
very complex (e.g. IncepReal1: “to start using”; FinReal1: “to stop using”; 
Caus1Able1Func0: “cause something to be able to occur”). An alternative solution was 
required for this metalanguage in order to make the dictionary more user-friendly and 
efficient for our types of users. The strategies devised for this purpose are described in 
the next section. 
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3. Strategies Developed for the Conversion of the DiCoInfo 
To develop our conversion method, we first determined the types of users and use 
situations of our dictionary based on the system of lexicographical functions 
(Bergenholtz & Tarp, 2003; Tarp, 2008; Fuertes-Olivera et al., 2012). We then explored 
different ways to adapt the data categories of the DiCoInfo to these functions. One of 
our objectives was to use all the information available in the resource, but present it in 
such a way that would readily meet the needs of specific users. Finally, we used various 
available technologies (mostly from the jQuery UI framework, Sarrion, 2012) to 
implement these changes in the new version interface that we think is now more dynamic 
and responsive. 

3.1 Types of Users and Use Situations 

The dictionary is intended for French, English and Spanish users who are not experts in 
the domain of computing and the internet. More specifically, the main targeted users 
are, on the one hand, translation students and translators who have little experience in 
this field; and terminologists or terminographers, on the other hand. Other users such as 
proofreaders and technical writers are also targeted. 

We aimed to design a learners’ dictionary that could provide help for understanding, 
producing, or translating specialized texts: these situations are related to communicative 
situations as defined in Tarp (2008). In addition, the dictionary should be helpful for 
acquiring knowledge about factual or linguistic matters related to the lexicon of 
computing. This later situation corresponds to cognitive situations as defined in Fuertes-
Olivera and Nielsen (2012). These functions (presented in more detail below) are based 
on previous work by Leroyer (2013) who defined lexicographical functions for the former 
version of the DiCoInfo. 

1. Communicative Functions and Use Situations 

• Translation of texts: In this situation, the dictionary should assist with translating 
technical terms and collocations. For example, users who want to translate a text 
about browsers from English into French may look up the entry browser. Then, not 
only does the DiCoInfo provide a French equivalent, i.e. navigateur, it also provides 
translations for the word family [Ex. to browse: naviguer; browsing: navigation], 
and for different kinds of browsers [Ex. user-friendly browser: navigateur convivial]. 
In addition, the information helps users to correctly handle collocations [Ex. run a 
browser: lancer un navigateur]. 

• Reception of texts: In this situation, the dictionary should help users solve 
problems related to the understanding of terms and expressions while reading texts. 
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For example, while reading a text on cables, users might have to distinguish 
between a female connector and a male connector. 

• Production of specialized texts: In this situation, the dictionary assists users in 
solving problems while producing texts. Thus, they can learn how to express an 
idea correctly by using the exact collocation. For example, they will learn how to 
produce a phrase with a specific verb and select the right preposition (Ex. connect 
a computer to the internet with a cable). 

• Editing and proofreading texts: In this situation, the dictionary can help solve 
problems that arise while editing or proofreading a text. Users, for example, may 
identify an erroneous usage of a word or a collocation with the help of information 
supplied by the dictionary. Thus, if the collocation disconnect from the Internet is 
translated into French as déconnecter de l’Internet (that contains errors in the 
verb usage and the structure of the collocation), they will be able to correct it to se 
déconnecter d’Internet. 

2. Cognitive Functions and Use Situations 

• Learning terminology of computing: In this situation, users can browse the 
dictionary in order to acquire knowledge about linguistic matters related to the 
field of computing. 

• Systematic study of the field of computing: In this situation, users can consult the 
dictionary in order to meet occasional information needs, for preparing a 
translation for example. 

3.2 Changes Made in the DiCoInfo 

Once the functions of the dictionary were determined, we then compiled a list of changes 
to be made to obtain a user-oriented version. The modifications were suggested 
according to two parameters: simplifying the presentation and ensuring that the 
functions of the dictionary were fulfilled. After analyzing the former version of the 
DiCoInfo, we identified two broad categories: 1. Information that already meets the 
targeted user needs as defined in Subsection 3.1, and thus that should be kept as is; and 
2. Information that should be used but displayed in a different way or placed in the 
background. Modifications were made at several levels: to the interface and its layout, to 
the data categories, and to the organization of data inside data categories. It is worth 
mentioning that all the changes mentioned in this paper apply without distinction to all 
language content, but that some data category contents in English and Spanish have not 
yet undergone all the changes. Hence the examples given are in French; English 
translations are provided when possible. 
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3.2.1 Changes Made According to the First Parameter: Simplification of the 
Presentation 

a. The Homepage 

Since the DiCoInfo is designed as an online dictionary, we were able to take advantage of 
various electronic media for presenting and organizing the data in a clearer and more 
user-friendly way. The interface of the former DiCoInfo was basic; therefore, efforts were 
made to improve the attractiveness, simplicity and conciseness of the new version 
(Figure 1). 

b. The Search Interface 

In the new version, a much simpler search field than that of the former version was 
implemented (as can be seen in Figure 1). 

 
Figure 1: Homepage of the former version (above) and new version (below) 

Former 
version 

New 
version 
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An auto-completion search field was added: when two characters are entered, a list of 
suggestions corresponding to the terms of the DiCoInfo is displayed. Users then select 
the term they are looking for and the system retrieves the corresponding entry. The 
interface still provides the possibility to filter the search results by means of options, but 
in the new version, icons are used to group and present them. Therefore, users can 
narrow down the search results according to the language, the search mode (a term, a 
lexical relation, etc.), or the precision level (exact term, term beginning with a specific 
substring, expression containing substring, etc.). A simple click on the corresponding 
icon is required to display the options (Figure 2). 

c. The Content Layout 

In the new version of the DiCoInfo, the interface was adapted to make it more intuitive; 
data categories are now presented on tabs, a mode that appears to be preferred by users 
(Müller-Spitzer et al., 2012). These tabs are organized according to data categories along 
ribbons (Figure 3). Users can navigate easily from one tab to the other to obtain the 
information they need according to specific use situations. In addition, to allow users to 
readily visualize what information is contained in each tab, we changed some of the tab 
names that were rather technical and could be confusing. For example, Autres parties du 
discours et dérivés (En. Other parts of speech and derivatives), was changed into Famille 
de mots (En. Word family). 

 

Figure 2: Search options 
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d. Other Features 
In order to ease the search process, we implemented a help dialogue explaining all the 
options by means of a help icon  (Figure 2). In addition, to make the content data 
more readable and understandable, we added information dialogues on each data 
categories ribbon. A simple click on the corresponding information icon  displays an 
explanation about the specific data category (Figure 3). 

 

Figure 3: System of tabs in the new version  

3.2.2 Changes Made According to the Second Parameter: the Functions of the 
Dictionary 

In this section, the changes made according to the lexicographical functions of the 
DiCoInfo (described in Subsection 3.1) are explained. 

a. Modifications in the Presentation of Data Categories 
Since we wanted users to find answers to different problems related to communicative or 
cognitive situations quickly and efficiently, the presentation of certain data categories 
was revised. 

• Headword 
The presentation of the headword has changed (Figure 4). The information that is 
considered essential in communicative situations is summarized when entries are first 
retrieved. Figure 4 shows the summary given after the search for Web. 

Help 
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Figure 4: Summarized headword display 

As seen in Figure 4, the following information is provided: variant forms of the headword 
[Web/web] (Figure 4:1), grammatical information (Figure 4:2), constructions with 
prepositions [Web: on the ~] (Figure 4:3), and translation equivalents (Figure 4:4). In 
fact, the variant forms, the constructions with prepositions, and the equivalents are 
presented immediately so users do not spend time searching for them inside the articles. 
The constructions with prepositions information, for example, allow translators to see 
immediately what are the typical prepositions to use with a specific term. The definition 
(or the actantial structure when no definition is yet available) is also shown to present 
the meaning of the term (Figure 4:5). 

 

Figure 5: Data category display for clavier (En. keyboard) 
in the former version (above) and the new version (below) 

Former 
version 

New 
version 
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• Data category display 
We also considered the way data categories should be displayed on the page. Once again, 
decisions were made according to the usability of data in communicative and cognitive 
situations, and users’ profiles. Thus some changes were made in the new version (Figure 
5). 

The data categories Definition, Synonyms/Opposites and Context are opened by default. 
The reason for this is to provide some assistance to users who might be unsure about 
which term to use in a specific context (e.g. in case of synonymy), and how to use it. 
These data can help them to understand, produce or translate a text (communicative 
situations). They can also become familiarized with the meaning of terms (cognitive 
situation). In addition, these data categories do not contain a lot of information, which 
would otherwise overload the page. Thus we decided to make them appear opened by 
default. 

Some questions arose about the way that the Actantial structure data category was 
presented in the former version (see Section 2): the actants being already available in the 
definitions, this data category became somehow redundant. In addition, as our users are 
not expert in linguistics, the way the statement was displayed (with actantial roles and 
isolated typical terms) might be confusing. After careful consideration, we opted to keep 
it as a formal alternative to the definition. Thus the tab presenting the actantial 
structure is placed on the same ribbon as the Definition data category and is presented 
opened to users only if no definition is available. Otherwise, it is placed in the 
background, so users are able to access it if necessary4

 

 

 (Figure 6). 

Figure 6: Definition and Actantial structure display for blogue (En. blog) 
in the former version (above) and new version (below) 

                                                           
4 For terms that do not yet have a definition, the Actantial structure data category is displayed 
automatically. 

Former 
version 

New  
version 
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The Lexical relations data category (word families, hypernyms and collocations) contains 
information hat should provide help for understanding, producing and translating texts 
(communicative situations), as well as in mastering the computing terminology 
(cognitive situations). However, this section contains a considerable amount of 
information that could also overload the content presentation. Thus the tabs that 
contain these data categories are not displayed on demand. The organization of lexical 
relations will be described in the next section. Furthermore, we changed the title of some 
data categories (Related meaning to See also) or simply removed them (e.g. Lexical 
relations); again to avoid confusing users with technical metalanguage. 

 

Figure 7: Lexical relations displayed for fichier (En. file) 
in the former version (above) and the new version (below) 

LF 

Former 
version 

New 
version 
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As mentioned in Section 2, the relationships between terms are encoded by means of LFs 
and the labels used to do so can be quite opaque. We thought about the relevance of this 
information for the targeted users. We consider that while LFs are useful for describing 
and organizing lexical relations, their labels are difficult to decipher. So we still use them 
during the encoding process, but hide them in the online version. Therefore, users can 
find assistance to translate a collocation or a phrase correctly (communicative situations) 
without being confused by abstract formulae (Figure 7). 

• Data organization 
As mentioned in Section 2, the DiCoInfo lists the numerous lexical relations that exist 
between the headword and other terms. Related terms are listed in a table (Figure 7). 
Explanations of the relationships are presented in the left column that describes the LFs 
(Mel’čuk et al., 1984–1999; 1995). We decided to reorganize the lexical relations, i.e. the 
collocations and the Types of data category (e.g. key: backspace; Enter ~). 

The procedures for organizing both these data categories are similar. Concerning 
collocations, previous work had been carried out for classifying them (L’Homme & 
Leroyer, 2009; Jousse et al., 2011). The solution implemented for collocations consisted 
of a system of classes in which specific collocations were classified according to their 
general meaning. For instance, all verbal and deverbal collocates expressing typical uses 
of an object denoted by a term are placed in a general class called UTILISER/NE PAS 
UTILISER (En. USE/NOT TO USE). Instead of having all collocates presented at once, users 
can select the class that is closest to the meaning they wish to express (USE, CREATE, 
MOVE, and so on). 

We used the same general principles to classify the different items appearing under the 
Types of data category. In the previous version of the DiCoInfo, the list of terms was 
very long, and without a specific organization scheme. In order to facilitate the 
accessibility of these data, we classified the related terms according to a system of classes 
defined in L’Homme & Jia (2015). The LFs are used to define our system of classes, and 
again they are not displayed in the online version: users only have access to the 
explanation in natural language. First, we group the related terms into intermediate 
classes (IC); then generic classes (GC) are defined in which we group the intermediate 
ones (Figure 8). It should be noted that for the time being these changes have been 
applied only to the French version, thus the examples are given in French. 
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Figure 8: Generic (GC) and intermediate classes (IC) for numériseur (En. scanner) 

As shown in Figure 8, in the new version, we set up a system of accordions that consists 
of collapsible content panels for presenting the semantic classes. Thus, nested accordions 
are shown according to the lexical links found in an entry. At the top level, accordions 
corresponding to the generic classes are listed. When expanded, each accordion panel 
shows in turn inner accordions that correspond to the intermediate classes. 

GC 

IC 
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Figure 9: Navigation through the Types of data category 

In this way, users may look up a related term by considering its meaning, e.g. 
FONCTION/UTILISATION (En. FUNCTION/USE); FORME/FORMAT/TAILLE (En. 
FORM/FORMAT/SIZE); MODE DE FONCTIONNEMENT (En. FUNCTIONING MODE), etc. We will 
illustrate the way users can access a related term with the example touche (En. key). In 
this example, it is assumed that a given user wishes to find the French translation of 
arrow key and that he has to go through these four steps (Figure 9): 

1. Activate the SORTES DE (Types of) tab in the touche (En. key) entry. 

2. Expand the accordion corresponding to the generic class FONCTION/UTILISATION 
(En. FUNCTION/USE). 

3. The accordion containing the intermediate class UTILISÉ POUR UNE TÂCHE 
SPÉCIFIQUE (En. USED FOR A SPECIFIC TASK) is already opened (i.e. not collapsed) 
since there is just one item to display. 

4. By means of the explanation “Qui sert à déplacer le curseur ” (En. “That is used 

GC 

IC 

IC 
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to move the cursor”), the user accesses the right expression touche de déplacement 
de curseur followed by its synonym flèche. 

b. Addition of Multimedia 
Since “images enhance textual comprehension and complement the linguistic information 
provided in other data fields” (Faber et al., 2006: 757), pictures were added to some 
entries (Figure 10). In addition it has been demonstrated that images have a positive 
effect on vocabulary acquisition (Lew, 2012), and become very useful in cognitive 
situations. The terms for which they were added represent concrete objects (i.e. keyboard, 
mouse, printer, etc.). Some pictures were also added within the entries and associated 
with some related terms in the Types of data category (Key: arrow ~) (Figure 9). 

 

Figure 10: Image for numériseur (En. scanner) 

 

Figure 11: Example given in Types of data category 
for connexion (En. connection): connexion anonyme (En. anonymous login) 
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c. Addition of Examples 
In order to assist users in communicative situations, we chose to associate some examples 
with related terms in the Types of data category (Figure 11), so that users can see the 
way related terms are used in specialized contexts. This strategy was also adapted in the 
DAFA (Binon et al., 2000).  

4. Conclusion 
In this paper we presented various strategies to convert a specialized lexical database 
into a learners’ dictionary. We defined our learners’ dictionary as one that meets specific 
user needs in specific situations based on the principles of functional lexicography (Tarp, 
2008). We redesigned its presentation and layout using technologies that allowed us to 
take these needs into account in the online version. The targeted users are first and 
foremost translation students and translators with little experience and whose specific 
needs are both communicative and cognitive. 

The database we adapted is the DiCoInfo, Dictionnaire fondamental de l’informatique et 
de l’Internet and its transformation raised a certain number of challenges. The database 
contained technical metalanguage that needed to be placed in the background or hidden 
altogether. In addition, each entry contained various data categories whose presentation 
required simplifying. Decisions were made about which modifications were necessary and 
how they should be carried out. Our objective was to preserve most of the information 
already provided in the DiCoInfo while presenting it in such a way that it would meet 
the defined user needs. Finally, these changes were made according to two parameters: 
simplification of the presentation, and the newly implemented lexicographical functions 
of the DiCoInfo. Modifications have been made in the interface and its layout. In 
addition, the presentation of data categories was completely revised; multimedia was also 
added. 

However, there is still some room for improvement. We are currently exploring the 
possibility of adding images in entries for verbs (download, write), as well as in other 
entries describing terms that denote activities (compilation). We are also aware that 
some explanations for lexical relations should be revised in order to improve their 
readability. In addition, up to now we have focused on improving the presentation of the 
DiCoInfo, however additional work could be carried out on the accessibility of the 
information contained in other data categories in order to make the information spotting 
simpler and faster. Finally, it would be interesting to collect user feedback on the 
changes we have made to date and compare the reactions of professional translators with 
those of translation students. 
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